
Dynamic and Motivated professional with analytical thinking and passion to learn new technologies.
Seeking to work in an organization which can help me in evolving myself by the virtue of new
assignments and challenges.

Accenture, Pune

Client: Tryg A/S is a Scandinavian insurance company present in Denmark, Norway and Finland. It is
second largest provider of insurance services in Nordic countries and listed on Nasdaq OMX
Copenhagen.
Accenture is one of the IT partners providing support and enhancement to various shared
applications.

As a developer at Accenture I was part of multiple task ranging from work in Siebel EIM,
PL/SQL, Java to ensuring Application support and resolution of the incidents in de�ned SLA
delivering.
Identifying, validating and re�ning key business objectives, project scope and critical success
factors.
Planned and executed multiple Automation process through batch scripting where in the
human interventions were reduced.
Actively work along with Business Analyst, Team lead to identify the pain points and area of
improvement in the existent product.
Coordinating with the ETL team and making them understand the Siebel data structure and
help them in migrating the data from Starwood application database to TRYG Siebel EIM tables.
Analyzing the new requirements and ensuring the delivery is done in agree timeframe.

Implement Oracle Siebel Loyalty application covering the Siebel modules and Operative
areas as per the Functional Solution - The main objective is to incorporate trends and meet the
latest business requirements which have grown over the last few years. The solution will also contain
the marketing of different offers which can be utilised over the period.

Smart India Hackathon 2017- Passenger Security App for Indian Railways - This mobile
app deals with the system deals with all the aspects of Managing a Crime Report against any FIR
lodged by passengers in Indian Railways. Passengers will be able to enter all details about the crimes,
including the date and time, place, nature of crime and the location of the crime

Mobile Application for Connecting Farmers with Retailers - A mobile app that would enable
farmers to connect directly to retailers. It will help maximize pro�ts for both parties

Have been awarded “I made Possible Award” twice from project management in Accenture.

Participated in the �nale of “SMART INDIA HACKATHON-2017”.

Best Paper Award in NCETCET 2018 held at MIT.

Event Co-ordinator of ABU National Robocon 2017.

Diligent member of Accenture CSR committee.

Avinash
Singh

Software Developer

singhy05081996gmail.com

+91-8446872416

avinash.in

linkedin.com/avinashsingh

github.com/avinashsingh

EDUCATION

BE - Computer Science
MIT Academy of Engineering
2014 - 2018

ISC - 12th
Jaipuriar School
2013 - 2014

ICSE - 10th
Ryan International School
2011 - 2012

LANGUAGES

English (Professional)
Hindi (Native)

SKILLS

Siebel EIM (P1 - Pro�cient)

PL/SQL

Data Structure

Java

Batch Scripting

Oracle 9i

TOAD 9.6

Basic C

MongoDB

PostgreSQL

Siebel Tools 8.1.1.11 (P1 -
Pro�cient)

Basic MF

CAREER PROFILE

EXPERIENCES

Associate Software Engineer 10/2018 - Present

PROJECTS

ACHIEVEMENTS AND ACTIVITIES
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